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10 points out of 10 100%HWRD Skills Quiz

(OPTIONAL) What is your email?

While waiting for players to line up for a
faceoff, what is the official dropping the
puck doing? (HCOP 3-3 on the resources
home page)

Correct

 a) standing quietly near the face-off dot

 b) encouraging players to get lined up in
order to get the puck on the ice within 5
seconds of blowing his whistle

 c) standing quietly at the penalty bench

 d) talking to the back-up goaltender

True or false: the best linespeople make
the referees' job easier by calling
offsides, icings, and managing face-offs.
(HWRD Resources home page,  HCOP
manual, page 5-12)

Correct

 True: linespeople focus on off-sides,
icings, and face-offs

 False: Off-sides, icings and face-offs are
only the basic skills of a linesperson. The
best ones use awareness and presence to
prevent bad things; to make the officiating
team's job easier.

The whistle goes, which phrase best
describes the officials' responsibility
during the whistle? (HCOP 5-14 found on
HWRD Resources Page)

Correct

 a) get puck, drop puck

 b) players first, puck last

 c) Watch, Listen, Do

 d) Just drop the puck

A game report is required to be written
because a Match Penalty (or a game
misconduct, gross misconduct) was
called. How long does the reporting
official have to submit the report to HW?
(Hockey Winnipeg Rule Book;

Correct
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(Hockey Winnipeg Rule Book;
Regulations for Game Official #12, p105
which is on the Rule Book page of
HWRD Resources)

 a) 12 hours

 b) 24 Hours

 c) 36 hours

 d) 48 Hours

For the sake of game flow, who is the
best person for the referee talk to?
(HWRD Resources-Game Management,
Talking to Coach Strategy)

Correct

 An assistant captain or the captain

 The coach

 Any player on the ice.

According to "Talking to Coach
Strategy" in the Game Management
Resources, which strategies are the
available to you when a coach is yelling?

Correct

 a) Penalize the coach

 b) Go talk to the coach

 c) Ignore the coach

 d) Ignore the coach, but penalize it if the
coach keeps yelling.

 e) talk to the captain

 f) all of the above

 g) A, C, or E.

 h) A, D, or E.

What is the best way to limit the effect of
coaches effecting your penalty standard
by saying "Referee, I am concerned that
you are not calling…" (See
Gamesmanship in Resource-Game
Management Section of wpgrefs.com)?

Correct

 Ignore them, forget what the coach said,
keep calling the standard.

 Tell the coach to "shut up."

 Ask to speak to Captain

 Listen to the coach, then call everything



 Listen to the coach, then call everything
based on what the coach said.

 Listen to the coach, store the information
for use at a later time (who knows…the
coach may have a point), but keep your
head on a swivel and focus on calling impact
penalties

 Perform the "Deep Freeze" strategy

What are the questions a referee asks
herself when deciding if a penalty is an
impact penalty? Select all that apply.
(Impact Penalties on the Game
Management Page in HWRD Resources)

Correct

 a) Does this penalty set a clear standard
for the entire arena of what is and is not
allowed?

 b) Is this penalty a dangerous play
penalty?

 c) Is this penalty a Game Misconduct,
Gross, or Match?

 d) Can the potentially guilty player learn
something from this penalty so that he can
avoid this penalty next time?

 e) Is this penalty obvious?

 f) Can I easily explain this to the captain?

During a U11A2 game, A17 was assessed
a 2+GM for Checking from behind with 6
minutes remaining in the third period.
After the game, Team A's coach asks
"How long is A17's suspension?" State
referee's response. (Page 4-8 of the
HCOP manual found in the HWRD
Resource Home Page)

Correct

 "A17 needs to serve one extra game."

 "In all non-hitting games, a CFB does not
require an additional suspension."

 "I am sorry coach, I can only call what
happens on the ice. Once the game is over
suspensions are dealt with by the Division
Director. Please call the Division Director for
more information."

 "A17 needs to serve 1 Game if it is his
first offense, 2 Games for second offense, 3
games for third and is indefinitely suspended
if this is his fourth CFB."



When removing a fan from the arena for
abuse of an official, how much time do
you put on the clock ("Removing
someone" in the HWRD resources-Game
Management section) if the fan refuses
to leave?

Correct

 No time on the clock, just wait.

 2 Minutes on the clock

 5 Minutes on the clock

 No time on the clock, just get the rink
attendant.
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